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50 YEARS AGO
The Haunting of Borley Rectory —
This account of the evidence 
for abnormal happenings in 
what the late Harry Price
described as “the most haunted
house in England” well maintains
the tradition of the Society for
Psychical Research for honest
and cautious study of alleged
parapsychological phenomena. 
A heavy task was undertaken 
at the invitation of the Society 
by three trained investigators. 
Their story is at times as
interesting as a detective novel; 
it reveals queer actions of some
very curious people; it leaves 
very little to be explained of the
actual haunt itself and a good
deal to be puzzled over in the
motives, actions and reactions 
of the people principally
concerned. The general
conclusion is that credulity,
malobservation, trickery 
and fraud account for the 
great bulk of the recorded
evidence.
From Nature 31 March 1956.

100 YEARS AGO
The System of the Stars. By Agnes
M. Clerke — There is much
excellent sense in the French
proverb, “Prends le premier
conseil d’une femme, et non le
second,” which expresses the
view that the intuitive instinct 
of a woman is a safer guide to
follow than her reasoning
faculties; and although in 
these days it is considered
ungracious to make this
suggestion, evidence of its 
truth is not difficult to discover 
in most literary products of 
the feminine mind. It is no
disparagement to Miss Clerke 
to say that even she shares this
characteristic of her sex, so 
that sometimes she lets her
sympathies limit her range of
vision in the field of stellar
research. No doubt this
disposition is exercised
unconsciously, but what is 
an attractive instinct when
applied to ordinary affairs 
of life is derogatory when it
influences the historiographic
consideration of contributions 
to natural knowledge.
From Nature 29 March 1906.50
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window7. Co-activation of interconnected
neurons during ripples may result in long-
lasting modifications of the synapses in the
network (that is, the communication junctions
between neurons)8.

Although reactivation during sleep may
provide a mechanism for consolidation of
recent memories, the mystery remains as to
how memories can be maintained as distinct
entities for hours or days in sleep-deprived
subjects, considering that the participating
neurons are probably involved in myriad
events before the subject is finally allowed to
take a nap. One clue comes from the observa-
tion that sharp waves occur also during wak-
ing states; for example, during resting, eating,
drinking and brief breaks in exploration6,9.
Such ‘interleaved’ sharp waves may strengthen
associations between recently activated cells
only seconds after an event9. 

Foster and Wilson2 provide fascinating 
evidence for a mechanism that could generate
such associations. They studied rats running
back and forth on a narrow track, and they
recorded neural activity from so-called place
cells10. These hippocampal cells have spatial
receptive fields, so each cell responds when the
animal is in a particular location. Food was
placed at the ends of the track, and the animals
stopped after every lap to eat. When the rat
paused, sharp waves emerged in its hippocam-
pus. During these sharp waves, the place cells
from the running period were reactivated, 
but their order of firing was reversed with
respect to their earlier order of activation on
the track (Fig. 1). 

But how do neurons reverse firing sequences
that were just stored in forward order? This
might happen in at least two ways, one depend-
ing on the rat’s recent history and one reflecting
its location in the environment. In the first 
possibility, the cells responding to place fields
closest to the rest location are the first to reach
the threshold for firing during the sharp wave
because their synapses are still in a ‘facilitated’
state. Cells with fields that are farther away are
less facilitated, so they take longer to reach the
threshold. In the second option, cells fire in
reverse order merely because firing proba-
bilities of place cells increase with decreasing
distance from the centre of their place fields,
regardless of whether or not the rat has just
passed through the fields. The latter possibility
is partly ruled out because Foster and Wilson
did not observe reverse replay in sharp waves
recorded at the start of the session, before the
rat began moving. This suggests that reverse
reactivation is determined by the preceding
sequence of events. 

The million-dollar question, however, is
what the brain gains by rewinding its neural
record. At present, we do not know why sharp-
wave-associated replay is forward in some cir-
cumstances (during sleep, say) and reversed 
in others. Foster and Wilson speculate that
reverse replay has a role in reward-directed
sequence learning during spatial navigation.
Rewards (reinforcers) such as the food received
at the ends of the track strengthen the pre-
ceding behavioural responses in a time-
dependent manner such that the longer
between the response and the reward, the less

Time

Figure 1 | Reverse replay. Three place cells (blue, red and green) in the hippocampus fire as a rat runs
on a linear track. The coloured lines represent firing of place neurons. When the rat is rewarded with
food at the end of the linear track, the hippocampus enters sharp-wave mode, and the firing sequences
replay in reverse (that is, green, red, blue). 
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